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Session 2 

Reading Comprehension 
During Reading  

Part 1 
Informational Text 

(Note: During comprehension procedures for literature 
will be covered in Session 3.) 
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IDEAS Associated with the   
Common Core  State Standards 
  

 

Informational Text 
What Why Where How 
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Informational Text - What  
Complex Text  

Features of Complex Text 
 
!  Multiple themes and purposes 
!  Density of information 
!  Unfamiliar settings, topics or events 
!  Lack of repetition 
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Informational Text - What 
Complex Text  

Features of Complex Text 
!  Complex sentences 
!  Uncommon vocabulary 
!  Lack of words, sentences or paragraphs that review or 

pull things together for the student 
!  Longer paragraphs 
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Informational Text - Why 
Complex text  

!  expectations for what students read has declined over 
last 50 years 
 

!   cognitive demands reduced due to range of students� 
learning abilities and reading and writing skills 
 

!  a steady downward trend across grades in the 
complexity of texts since 1962 
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Informational Text - Why  
Complex Text  

!  students� ability to read and comprehend 
challenging text predicts graduates� 
postsecondary success 
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Informational Text - HOW 
Complex Text 
 

 Students should read variety of 
informational text: 

 
-  Grade-level text 
-  Challenging, complex text  
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Informational Text - What 
Close Reading 
!  Close reading 

!  Rigorous reading of informational text 
!  Creating deep understanding 
!  Determining what text says explicitly 
!  Making logical inferences 
!  Drawing conclusions about content 
!  Examining meaning thoroughly 
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Informational Text - How 
Close Reading 
!  What is close reading? 
 
Close reading is defined as careful and 
purposeful reading used to uncover 
layers of meaning that lead to deep 
comprehension.  
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Informational Text - How 
Close Reading 

!  Students will be required to: 
 
!  Answer text dependent questions 
!  Search for answers in text 
!  Think and understand what they are reading 
!  Compare what the author says with what the 

reader knows 
!  Re-read text or portion of text 
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Informational Text - When 
Close Reading 
 

Close reading would be used when: 
!   Complex text demands careful, 

 purposeful reading 
!    Students would benefit from the 

  search for deeper meaning 
!    The text requires deeper understanding 
But not all the time!!!!! 
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Informational Text - How  
Text-Dependent Questions 

Text-Dependent Questions and Tasks 
 

!  do not require information or evidence outside the text 
 

!  can only be answered by careful scrutiny of text 
 
!  require careful thinking about the text  

 
!  require finding evidence in text to support response 

In other words, YOU MUST READ THE TEXT.  
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Informational Text - How  
Text-Dependent Questions 

 

 While text-dependent questions 
should be major type of question, 
they do not need to be used 
exclusively.  
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Informational Text – How 
Frontloading  

!  Limit amount of frontloading 
!  Teach necessary vocabulary and 

background knowledge 
!  Don�t overdo so that students do not 

have to read the text 
!  Provide some �cold reads�� 
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Informational Text – How 
Frontloading  

Example- The Jackson Era  
Frontloading -  
Prepare students for reading each section of chapter.  
Teach critical vocabulary and necessary background 
knowledge. 
 
Cold Read -  
Have students read a related article as a �cold read.�   
Example: Students read Jackson�s Inaugural Address, 
listing his promises and then comparing those to his 
actions in office. 
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Summarize Big Ideas  
 
What 
Why  
Where 
How  
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Reading Comprehension: 

Before Reading 
During Reading 
After Reading 
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Review - Before Reading   
     Strategies 

•  Teach the pronunciation and meaning of  
critical, unknown vocabulary words 

 
•  Review, teach or activate any necessary 

background knowledge 
 

•  Preview the text  
 

•  Establish a purpose for reading  
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Preview - 
During Reading Strategies 

!  Utilize passage reading procedures that 
provide adequate reading practice 
 

!  Ask appropriate questions during passage 
reading   
 

!  Have students generate questions 
 
!  Teach text structure strategies that can be 

applied to passage reading 
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Passage Reading Procedures 

!  What are some disadvantages of 
�round-robin reading� when the group 
size is large? 
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Passage Reading - Silent Reading 

Augmented Silent Reading 
!  Pose pre- reading question 
  
!  Tell students to read a certain amount and to reread 

material if they finish early 
 

!  Circulate and monitor students� reading   
Have individuals whisper-read to you 
 

!  Pose post- reading question 
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Passage Reading - Choral  Reading 

Choral Reading 
!  Read selection with your students 

!  Read at a moderate rate 

!  Tell your students, �Keep your voice with mine� 
 
(You may wish to have the students pre-read 
the material silently before choral reading.) 
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Passage Reading - Cloze Reading 

Cloze Reading 
!  Read selection 

!  Pause on �meaningful� words and have students read the word  
OR 

 Read the first part of the sentence and have students read the rest 
of the sentence 

!  Have students read the deleted words 

 
Excellent practice for reading initial part of a chapter or when you 
need to read something quickly 
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Passage Reading - Individual Turns 

Individual Turns 
!  Use with  small groups 

!  Call on an individual student 

!  Call on students in random order  

!  Vary the amount of material read 

If used with large group,  
!  Assign paragraphs for preview and practice  OR 

!  Utilize the me or we strategy.  When called on, student has the 
option of saying �we� and asking everyone to join in reading. 
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Passage Reading  - Partners 

Partner Reading 
!  Assign each student a partner 

!  Reader whisper-reads to partner 

!  Narrative - Partners alternate by sentence, page, or time 

!  Informational text - Partners alternate by the paragraph 
(Read - Stop - Respond). 

!  Coach corrects errors. 
 Ask - Can you figure out this word? 
 Tell - This word is _____.  What word?  

                   Reread the sentence. 
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Passage Reading  - Partners 

Alternatives to support lowest readers 

!  Option #1 Higher reader reads material. Lower 
reader in partnership reads same material. 

!  Option #2  Lowest reader placed on a triad and 
reads with another student 

!  Option #3  Partners allowed to say �me� or 
�we� 
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Comprehension-
Informational Text Reading 

!  Read 
!  Stop 
!  Respond 

!  answer teacher questions 
!  generate questions/answer questions 
!  verbally retell content  
!  formulate main idea statements (Paragraph Shrinking) 
!  mark text  
!  add information in the margins  
!  take notes (Cornell notes, foldables, etc.) 
!  map/web content 
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During Passage Reading 
 

 Read    
 Stop 
 Respond 
  -Teacher Asks Questions 
  - Students Answer Questions 
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During Passage Reading -  
Ask Questions  

 
Asking questions.  An evidence-
based, time-honored procedure 

 
 The teacher asks questions to guide 
and monitor students� comprehension 

 (Ambruster, Lehr, & Osborn, 2001; National Reading Panel, 2000; McKeown, Beck, & Blake, 2009) ) 
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During Reading -  Ask Questions 
Curriculum Questions 
!  Ask questions provided by the curriculum material. 
 
OR 
 
The Teacher-Generated Questions 
!  Divide the material into appropriate segments. 
!  Develop questions on the content, focusing on the most 

important understanding that students should construct. 
!  Use the questioning words in the CCSS. 

Integrate/Condense Standards 
Informational Text - 7th grade 
Key Ideas and Details  
1.  Cite several pieces of textual evidence to support analysis of 

what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from 
the text.   
  Analyze - What text means 
  Draw     -  Inferences 
  Cite       -  Evidence 

2.  Determine two or more central ideas in a text and analyze their 
 development over the course of the text; provide an objective 
summary of the text.  

       Determine - Central ideas 
  Analyze - Development of central ideas 
  Summarize - Central ideas 
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Key ideas and Details 
1.  Analyze the interactions between individuals, events, and ideas in a 

text (e.g. how ideas influence individuals and events, or how 
individuals influence ideas or events). 
 
analyze  - how ideas influence individuals and events 
 analyze  - how individuals influence ideas or events 

 
Craft and Structure 
2..  Determine the meaning of words and phrases as they are used in a 

text, including figurative, connotative, and technical meanings; 
analyze the impact of a specific word choice on meaning and tone. 
 
determine  - meaning of words and phrases in text 
 analyze  - word choice 

Integrate/Condense Standards 
Informational Text - 7th grade 
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Craft and Structure 
3.  Analyze the structure an author uses to organize a text, including how the 

major sections contribute to the whole and to the development of ideas. 
 
analyze  - structure of text 
 analyze  - how sections contribute to whole 
 
 Analyze the structure of text features (e.g., graphics, headers, captions) in 
public documents.  
  
 analyze  - text features in public documents 

 
4.  Determine an author�s point of view or purpose in a text and analyze how the 

author distinguishes his or her position from that of others.  
 
determine  - author�s point of view or purpose 
 analyze  - how author distinguishes his/her position from others 

 

Integrate/Condense Standards 
Informational Text - 7th grade 
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Integration of knowledge and Ideas 
5.  Integrate information presented in different media or formats 

 (e.g., visually, quantitatively) as well as in words to develop a 
 coherent understanding of a topic or issue. 

 
 integrate  - information from different sources 

  develop  - coherent understanding of topic 
 

6.  Trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, 
 distinguishing claims that are supported by reasons and 
 evidence from claims that are not. 
 trace   - argument and claims 

  distinguish  
 between  - claims supported by reasons AND claims not 
 supported 

Integrate/Condense Standards 
Informational Text - 7th grade Informational Text - 7th grade 

What text explicitly says   Central ideas 
 - determine     - determine  
 - analyze     - analyze 
 - draw inferences    - summarize 
 - cite evidence 

How ideas, individuals,   Meaning of words in text 
events, influence each other   - determine 

 - determine     - analyze word choice 
 - analyze 

Structure of text   Author�s point of view 
 - determine     - determine 
 - analyze (parts to whole)   - analyze  

Information from many  sources  Arguments and claims 
 - determine     - determine  
 - integrate     - analyze support for claims  
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Fourth'Grade'
What text says explicitly    Meaning Academic and Domain  

 - Explain     Specific Vocabulary 
 - Refer to details & examples    - Determine meaning 
 - Draw inferences    Structure of events, ideas,  

Main idea       concepts, information 
 - Determine     - Describe 
 - Explain supportive details    - comparison, cause/effect,, 
 - Summarize text     -  problem/solution 

Events, procedures, ideas (historical,       
scientific, technical text)    Firsthand and secondhand accounts of events  

 - Explain what happened and why    - Compare/Contrast 
    - Describe different focus and information  - 

 - Use specific text info.   Particular points in text   
Information – visual, oral, quantitative   - Explain use of supportive reasons & evidence 
 (Graphs,  charts, diagrams, time lines)   Two texts 

  - Interpret      - Integrate information  
 - Explain contribution of info. to text   - Speak or write using information 
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' ' 'Fi-h'Grade'
What%text%says%explicitly % % % %Structure%–%events,%ideas,%concepts,%informa9on%in%%

%.''Explain ' ' ' 'two%or%more%texts'
%;%%Draw'inferences ' ' ' '.'Determine'(chronology,'comparison,''
%;%Quote'accurately ' ' ' '''cause/effect,'problem/soluBon)'

Main%ideas %;%Two%or%more% % % % %.'Compare'and'contrast%
%.'Determine'
%.'Explain'how'supported'by ' ' 'Mul9ple%accounts%of%same%event'
%%'by'details ' ' ' ' '.'Analyze'
%;%Summarize'texts ' ' ' '.'Note'similariBes'and'differences'in' '
' ' ' ' ' ''''point'of'view'

Rela9onships/Interac9ons%between % % %%%%
individuals,%events,%ideas,%concepts % % %Mul9ple%print%or%digital%sources%

%.'Explain ' ' ' ' ';%Quickly'locate'answer%
';%Use'info'from'text ' ' ' '.'Solve'problem'efficiently'

Meaning%Academic%and%Domain; % % %Par9cular%points'
Specific%Vocabulary % % % % %;Explain'use'of'supporBve'reasons'&' '

' ' ' ' ' 'evidence%
.  Determine'meaning ' ' ' 'Mul9ple%texts'%
.  ' ' ' ' ' ;%Integrate'informaBon'

' ' ' ' ' '.'Speak'or'write'using'informaBon'

%
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During Reading -   
Teacher Asks Questions  

 
Guidelines:  
1.  Purpose: Keep the reading purpose in mind as you select, adapt, or 

write questions.  Also, carefully consider the author’s purpose. 
  

2.  Text-Dependent Questions: Ask questions that focus on information 
(evidence) provided in the text.  
 

3.  All Respond:    Everyone thinks. 
   Everyone writes.  
   Everyone shares with his/her partner.  
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During Reading -   
Teacher Asks Questions   

Guidelines continued:  
 
4.  Think Time: Provide an adequate amount of thinking time.  
          For higher order questions, provide up to 6 seconds.   

Results:  More detailed, logical answers   
  Greater participation  
  Number of questions asked increases 

 
5.  Scaffold as needed: 

  - Ask foundation questions before higher order questions 
  - Support answers with sentence starters 
  - Use optimum active participation procedures 
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During Reading - 
Text-Dependent Questions 
Ask questions that focus on information (evidence) 
provided in the text.  
 
Students must answer the questions based on passage 
information NOT on previous experience or personal 
ideas.   
 
Keep students cognitively in the text… don�t draw 
them out of the text.   
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During Reading -  Text Dependent Questions  
Fisher & Frey, 2012 

         
      Opinions, arguments,  

intertextual connections 

Inferences 

Author�s Purpose 

Vocabulary  

Key Details 

General Understanding Part 

Whole 
Across Texts 

Entire Texts 

Paragraph 

Sentence  

Word 
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During Reading -   
Teacher Asks Questions  
Scaffolding with foundation questions:  
 
If a question is a difficult, higher 
order question, scaffold (support) the students� 
performance by asking foundation (literal) 
questions first. 
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During Reading -   
Scaffold Higher Order Questions 

If the question is a difficult, higher order question, scaffold 
(support) the students’ performance: 
 
!  Provide a verbal or written sentence starter 

 
!  Ask lower order (literal, foundation) questions first to 

establish a foundation on which higher order responses 
can be based 
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During Reading -   
Scaffold Higher Order Questions 

Elementary Example 
Support student responding by providing sentence 
starters (stems).  
 

In what ways are emperor penguins different from 
other birds you know about?  
  
Begin by saying:  

Emperor penguins are different from other birds in 
a number of ways.  First, …………… 
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During Reading -   
Scaffold Higher Order Questions 

Scaffolding Questions: 
Can penguins fly? 
Does the mother or the father penguin sit on the egg to keep it 
warm? 
Does the father penguin stay alone or with a group?  
 
Big Question to be asked:  

 
In what ways are emperor penguins different from 
other birds you know about?   
 
Begin by saying:  

Emperor penguins are different from other birds in 
a number of ways.  First, …………… 
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During Reading -   
Scaffold Higher Order Questions 

(Secondary Example) 
Scaffolding Questions 
How many political parties were there in 1824? 
Four men in the party ran for president.  Did Andrew Jackson get a majority of 

votes? 
Which of the 4 candidates received the most votes? 
Who did the House of Representatives select as president?  
Who helped Adams to be elected as president?  
What position in the government was Clay given?  
 
Big Question to be asked:  
Why were Adams and Clay accused of making a �corrupt bargain� 
(stealing the election)?  
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During Reading - Ask Questions 
 Procedure for asking students questions on text material. 

 

Saying  answer to partner (Partners First) 

  1.   Ask a question 

  2.   Give students thinking time or writing time 

  3.  Provide a verbal or written sentence starter or  
  paragraph frame 

  4.  Have students share answers with their   
  partners using the sentence starter 

  5.  Call on a student to give answer 

  6.  Engage students in a discussion  
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During Reading - Students 
generate and answer questions 
Student-Generated Questions based on Headings 
and Subheadings 

 
 

1.  Read the heading or subheading. 
2.  Generate one or two questions . 
3.  Read the section. 
4.  Answer the question.  
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Classifying Rocks 
Question  
How do you classify 
rocks? 
 
How are rocks 
classified?   

Answer 
Rocks are classified by 
mineral composition, 
color, and texture. 
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How Rocks Form 
Question Answer 
Igneous rocks 
How do igneous rocks form? 

Sedimentary rocks 
How do sedimentary rocks 
form? 

Metamorphic rocks 
How do metamorphic rocks 
form? 
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How Rocks Form 
Question Answer 
Igneous rocks Igneous rocks are formed when 

magma or lava cools. 
Sedimentary rocks 

Metamorphic rocks 
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Classifying Rocks 
Question  
How do you classify 
rocks? 
 
How are rocks 
classified?   

Answer 
Rocks are classified by 
mineral composition, 
color, and texture. 
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How Rocks Form 
Question Answer 
Igneous rocks 
How do igneous rocks form? 

Sedimentary rocks 
How do sedimentary rocks 
form? 

Metamorphic rocks 
How do metamorphic rocks 
form? 
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How Rocks Form 
Question Answer 
Igneous rocks Igneous rocks are formed when 

magma or lava cools. 
Sedimentary rocks 

Metamorphic rocks 
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Student-Generated Questions 
Student-Generated Questions based on Headings and 
Subheadings 

 
Class Option: 

1.  Class reads the heading/subheading. 
2.  Students verbally generate questions with their partner. 
3.  Students suggest questions based on the heading or 

subheading. 
4.  Teacher records questions on screen. 
5.  Class reads section of text (silent reading, partner reading, 

choral reading, cloze reading). 
6.  Teacher and students discuss answers to the student-

generated questions. 
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Student-Generated Questions 
Student-Generated Questions based on Headings and 
Subheadings 

 
Partner Option: 

1.  Partners read the heading or subheading. 
2.  The partners write down one to three questions. 
3.  Partner #1 reads section and Partner #2 follows along. 
4.  Partners answer their questions in writing or verbally. 
5.  Partners reverse reading roles. 
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Student-Generated Questions -  
Question-Answer Relationships  Taffy Raphael, 1984 

!  Right There. The answer is in the text, and if 
we pointed at it, we'd say it's "right there!" 
Often, the answer will be in a single sentence 
or place in the text, and the words used to 
create the question are often also in that same 
place. 
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Student-Generated Questions -  
Question-Answer Relationships  Taffy Raphael, 1984 

!  Think and Search. The answer is in the text, 
but you might have to look in several different 
sentences to find it. It is broken up or scattered 
or requires a grasp of multiple ideas across 
paragraphs or pages. 
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Student-Generated Questions -  
Question-Answer Relationships  Taffy Raphael, 1984 

!  Author and You. The answer is not in the 
text, but you still need information that the 
author has given you, combined with what you 
already know, in order to respond to this type 
of question. 
 

!  On My Own. The answer is not in the text, and 
in fact you don't even have to have read the 
text to be able to answer it. (Not text-dependent.) 
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During Passage Reading 
 

 Read    
 Stop 
 Respond 
  -Students create main idea statements  
  -Students respond to teacher or     

  partner questions 
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During Reading - Students 
generate main idea statements 

 

"
Paragraph Shrinking 

#
1.  Name the who or what. 

(The main person, animal, or thing.) 
"

2.  Tell the most important thing about the who or what. 
#

3.  Say the main idea in 10 words or less. 
 
(Optional: Record your main idea sentence.)  
 
 (From the PALS program by Fuchs, Mathes, and Fuchs)"
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During Reading - Paragraph 
Shrinking (Elementary Example) (I do it.) 

 

The Coldest Continent 
"

Antarctica is not like any other continent.  It is as 
far south as you can go on earth.  The South Pole 
is found there. Ice covers the whole land.  In some 
places the ice is almost three miles thick.  Beneath 
the ice are mountains and valleys.  "

#
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During Reading - Paragraph 
Shrinking (Elementary Example) (We do it.) 

 

#
The weather in Antarctica is harsh.  It is the coldest 
place on Earth.  The temperature does not get 
above freezing.  It is also one of windiest places in 
the world"
"
#
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During Reading - Paragraph 
Shrinking (Elementary Example) (You do it.) 

 

Not many living things are found in Antarctica.  
People go there to study for only a short time.  
Very few animals can live there.  Yet many animals 
live on nearby islands.  Seals and penguins swim 
in the ocean waters.  They build nests on the land.  
Some birds spend their summers in Antarctica.  
But most of the continent is just ice, snow, and cold 
air. #
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During Reading - Students 
generate written main idea 
statements (Secondary  Example) 

 

I do it. #
#

Types of Rocks#
One type of rock is igneous rock.  Igneous means �fire-made.�  Deep 
inside earth, rock is heated by the great weight of the rock above 
pressing down.  The rock is heated so much that it melts becomes the 
liquid rock called magma.  Sometimes magma pushes its way through 
cracks in the bedrock and spreads over the ocean floor.  Other times it 
explodes from the ground as lava from a volcano.  More often, magma 
rises only to earth�s crust where it cools.  As magma cools, it forms 
crystals and becomes igneous rock.  Sometimes it cools so quickly 
that crystals do not form, and the lava turns into volcanic glass, called 
obsidian. Granite is another common igneous rock. #
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During Reading - Students 
generate written main idea 
statements (Secondary  Example) 

Record your main idea sentence"
"
Igneous rock is formed when magma, liquid rock, "
cools. #
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During Reading - Paragraph 
Shrinking (Secondary  Example) 

 

We do it. #
"
The second type of rock is sedimentary.  Earth builds 
sedimentary rock layer by layer.  Forces such as wind, water, and 
ice cause rocks to break down into smaller pieces of rock and 
minerals.  This soft material, called sediment, flows into river or 
sea beds where it is deposited in layers.  Over thousands of 
years, the great weight of the sediment on the top compresses the 
pieces of the deeper sediment.  At the same time, certain 
chemicals in the water act as a glue that cements the bits and 
pieces into a a solid mass.  Thousands or millions of years later, 
the old sea floor may be thrust up as dry land, exposing the 
sedimentary rock layering.  Sandstone, shale, conglomerate, and 
limestone are all examples of sedimentary rock.  "
#
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During Reading - Paragraph 
Shrinking (Secondary  Example) 

 

You do it. #
"
The third type of rock is metamorphic.  The word 
metamorphic means �changed in form.� Metamorphic 
rock is formed when igneous and sedimentary rocks 
are exposed to great heat and pressure.  Metamorphic 
rocks are almost always found deep in young mountain 
ranges as rocks are folded and compressed beneath 
other rocks.  Slate and marble are examples of 
metamorphic rock. "
"
From Advanced Skills for School Success published by Curriculum 
Associates" 70 

During Passage Reading 
 

 Read    
 Stop 
 Respond 
  - Students �mark� the text 
  - Students write notes in the      

    margins 
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During Reading - Students  �mark� 
the text 

Match the text marking to reading purpose.  Example: 
Purpose: Learn information concerning cells. 

 
1.  Number the paragraphs. 

 
2.  Circle the topic or the main idea in a paragraph. 

 
3.  Underline critical details that support the main idea. 
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During Reading - Students write 
notes in the margins  

!  Notes in the margin might include: 
 - Topic for quick retrieval of information
 - A summary of the content 

  - Key vocabulary terms and definitions  
  - A drawing to illustrate a point 

 - A summary of the content 
  - Responses to interesting information, 

   ideas, or claims 
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During Passage Reading 
 

 Read    
 Stop 
 Respond 
  - Students take notes  
  -  Students map/web the content 
  -  Students take notes using foldable format 
  -  Conflict – Action- Outcome 
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During Reading - Students take 
two column notes 

Antarctica ! - far south continent 
- South Pole 
- Covered with ice 

Weather! - Harsh 
- Below Freezing 
- Windy 

Living Things! - Few  
 
 
 
 

Antarctica, the most southern continent, has 
very harsh weather and is covered in ice.  Few 
living things survive on Antarctica. !
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During Reading - Students map or 
web the content 

 
 
 

Antarctica  

Weather Land 
- far south 
- South Pole 
- covered w/ice 

-harsh 
-below freezing 
-windy 

Living Things 
- few can survive 

Next Session 
 
!  March 5, 2014 
!  Topics 

!  During Passage Reading – Literature 
!  After Reading – 

!  Discussions 
!  Answering Written Questions 
!  Writing Summaries 
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